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Intelsat, Kymeta partner on small antennas
for DoD coms
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Intelsat is introducing two small, flat-panel antennas that automatically lock onto satellites to
support US Department of Defense (DoD) communications.

The mTenna developed by Kymeta is a metamaterial, electrically scanned, satellite antenna
intended for government maritime applications that require a low-profile antenna. Kymeta's
mTenna 70 cm variant will enter production in 2017.

"With the 70 cm antenna you can get high data rates. These are applications where [government
customers] are looking to get 8-10 megabits per second off of [vessels], which is significant," Mark
Daniels, vice president of new technology and service for Intelsat General told Jane's on 9 March
2017. "I'd say that there are several classes of ships that can use these. Some of these are high
speed attack craft, others could be littoral craft that go along the shores ..." Daniels said. "If you
have a large enough land vehicle that can accept it, you can put it on there too," said he added,
highlighting that high mobility multipurpose wheeled vehicles and civilian-manufactured armoured
vehicles, such as the armoured Chevrolet Suburban, were also on-the-move applications.

A second, more discrete 20 cm prototype is also in development and is going through testing with
government customers, according to Daniels. The 20 cm antenna would have a lower data rate
that would be suitable for sensor data exfiltration or telemetry such as vehicle health.

Daniels also noted that Intelsat General would also be looking to use OneWeb's constellation of up
to 720 satellites in low Earth orbit (LEO) that is currently under development. Intelsat merged with
OneWeb in February 2017, and OneWebs's Ku-band satellites complement Intelsat's
geostationary Earth orbit (GEO) broadcast capabilities with LEO high-elevation angles where GEO
signals may be blocked. The OneWeb constellation is expected to operate by 2019.

"If you have ... 10 tanks out there, and one of them has a big radome on it, that's what
[adversaries] are going to target, because they know [it's] the focal point," Chris Hudson, senior
solutions architect, told Jane's . "A low profile antenna is less noticeable and helps you with that.
Similarly if you are doing something in more of the intelligence area, low profile is more discrete
and much better, obviously. You don't want [noticeable equipment] that draws attention." Daniels
said that the 70 cm antenna was in the testing phase and has recently finished a US government
demonstration. Daniels also noted that a low-profile aeronautical version of the 70 cm terminal that
is suitable for government applications is in development with Tecom Industries, but it is currently
being fitted for commercial applications.
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Intelsat purchased an equity stake in Kymeta in March 2017 following joint efforts to develop Kalo
satellite services with mTenna antenna technology and KyWay Terminals. Kalo become available
in 2017 and enables satellite connectivity for first responder, rail, energy, internet of things, and
other connected mobile applications to be purchased in variable usage packages similar to a
cellular service.
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